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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 10775)

Report Type:

Subcommittee Items

Meeting Date: 11/7/2019

Summary Title:

565 Hamilton Avenue: Subcommittee Review

Title:

565 Hamilton Avenue [18PLN-00313]: Subcommittee Review
of a Previously Approved Project That was Conditioned to
Return With Project Changes Related to Colors/Materials,
Height and Trim Band. Environmental Assessment:
Categorically Exempt from the Provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) per Guideline Section
15332. Zoning District: CD-C(P) and RM-40 (Downtown
Commercial & Residential Multi-Family). For More Information
Contact the Project Planner Sheldon S. Ah Sing at sahsing@mgroup.us

From:

Jonathan Lait

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Architectural Review Board (ARB) take the following action(s):
1. Discuss and provide direction or approve project revisions.

Background
On August 16, 2019, the Director of Planning and Development Services approved the subject
project. At the ARB’s recommendation, the approval included a condition (condition 5) to
require certain project elements return to the ARB Subcommittee. The July 18, 2019 ARB
meeting
video
recording
is
available
online:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEoJxP99jbA&start=281&width=420&height=315.
Staff
requests the ARB’s input to staff and the applicant confirming whether or not the proposed
changes are sufficient. Below are the items requested to return to the Subcommittee for
review, followed by the applicant’s response to the ARB’s comments.
Architecture Review Condition #5a:
• Colors/Materials: Make the project look more like the renderings, cool tone base
(board formed concrete) with warm tone upper levels (fiber cement siding).
City of Palo Alto
Planning & Development Services
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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Applicant’s Response:
The rendering is updated to provide a more realistic color for the board formed concrete and
better represent materials. To provide a warmer tone material, the applicant proposes to:
(1) Change the fiber cement panels (FRB-1) to a Taktl ribbed panel instead of the
previously proposed Equitone panels. The proposed Dune 60 color in a mediablast finish
would achieve both the contrast with the board formed concrete and better accentuate
the textural qualities of the fiber cement board. The change would better represent the
rendered views.
(2) Adjust the MTL-1 metal panel color to provide a dark brown fascia, window and
canopy, which is lighter than the original sample. This color change is consistent with
the window manufacturers and will match the intent for a dark and rich brown
coloration.
(3) Change the fiber cement panel color to the MTL-2 color. It is slightly darker than the
panels but would contrast with the MTL-1 material, as originally desired.
(4) Adjust the plaster colors (PLAS-1 & PLAS-2) to work with the board formed concrete
and updated fiber cement panels.
Staff’s analysis:
The revisions appear to address the Board’s concerns. However, staff seeks confirmation that
the changes meet the Board’s expectations.
Architecture Review Condition #5b:
• Height: Reduce the height of the project by a minimum of two feet with the elevator
that extends above.
Applicant’s Response:
The building height is reduced by 2 feet 3 ½ inches overall. This was done by removing:
(1) Two inches from the second and third floor trim bands,
(2) One foot from the third-floor ceiling height,
(3) 11 ½ inches from the second-floor ceiling height.
The windows on the second and third floor remain the same height and proportions with this
change. The height reduction requires that the residential elevator overrun protrude above the
roof. The view of the elevator overrun from the street would be shielded by the roof eave.
Another change is needed to accommodate the office elevator overrun:
(4) the third floor, two-bedroom unit is now changed to a one-bedroom unit (Sheet A2.3).
Visually, this height reduction will be noticeable. The building will better relate to the
building at 530 Webster, since the top of the third-floor trim band will be aligned with the
parapet of 530 Webster.
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Staff’s analysis:
The change appears to address the Board’s direction. The ARB noted that a potential
consequence of reducing the height would be the exposure of the elevator overruns. The
location of the elevator overruns, set back from the roof edge along with the expected sight
view angle from the street, would minimize any potential detrimental views.
Architecture Review Condition #5c:
• Trim Band: The project’s trim band shall better align with the adjacent 530 Webster
building.
Applicant’s Response:
• The change to the building height lowers the third-floor trim band by a total of one foot3 ½ inches, to the point where it visually aligns with the top of the 530 Webster building.
Staff’s analysis:
The revisions appear to address the Board’s concerns.
Report Author & Contact Information
Sheldon S. Ah Sing, AICP, Contract Planner
(408) 340-5642 x 109
sahsing@m-group.us

ARB1 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
• Attachment A: Excerpt of July 18, 2019 Minutes
(DOCX)
• Attachment B: Applicant's Response to Subcommittee
(PDF)
• Attachment C: Director's Approval Letter (PDF)
• Attachment D: Project Plans (DOCX)
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Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
EXCERPT DRAFT MINUTES: July 18, 2019
City Hall/City Council Chambers
250 Hamilton Avenue
8:30 AM
Call to Order/Roll Call
Present:

Chair Wynne Furth, Vice Chair Baltay, Board Members Alexander Lew, David
Hirsch and Osma Thompson

Absent:

None

2.

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 565 Hamilton Avenue [18PLN-00313]:
Recommendation on Applicant’s Request for Approval of a Major Architectural Review to
Allow the Demolition of Existing Structures and the Construction of a Mixed-Use Building
Containing 19 Rental Apartments and up to 7,450 Square Feet of Office Space. Three
Existing Parcels will be Merged. A Variance is Requested to Allow Protrusion of Roof
Eaves, Fin Wall and First Floor Canopy Into the Hamilton Avenue Special Setback.
Environmental Assessment: Categorically Exempt from the Provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) per Guideline Section 15332. Zoning District: CD-C(P)
and RM-40 (Downtown Commercial and Residential Multi-Family). For More Information
Contact the Project Planner Sheldon S. Ah Sing at sahsing@m-group.us

Chair Furth: I believe that takes us to our first action item, which is a public hearing. It’s quasi-judicial. It
concerns 565 Hamilton Avenue. It’s a recommendation on the applicant’s request for approval of a major
architectural review to allow the demolition of existing structures and construction of a mixed-use building
with 19 rental apartments, and up to 7,500 square feet of office space. Three existing parcels would be
merged. A variance is requested to allow protrusion of the roof eaves, a fin wall, and a first- floor canopy
into the Hamilton Avenue special setback. There’s been an environmental assessment, finding that this
particular project is categorically exempt from the provisions of CEQA. This is infill housing, is that right?
Yes. Sheldon, I forgot to make a note of who the applicant is.
Mr. Ah Sing: The applicant is Brandy Bridges.
Chair Furth: Thank you. My first question to my fellow board members is, has everybody seen the site?
Board Member Thompson: Yes.
Vice Chair Baltay: Yes, I visited the site.
Board Member Lew: Not since the last hearing.
Chair Furth: Right, but we’re all familiar with the site. We have inspected it. Some of us more recently than
others. My next question is, does anybody have any conversations or other research to report that pertains
to what we’re hearing today?
Board Member Thompson: No.
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Chair Furth: Nobody does. Okay. Thank you. Well, having established that, could we hear the staff report,
please?
Sheldon Ah Sing, Consultant Planner: The applicant is also here with their presentation. To start off, I
understand, Madam Chair, this is your last meeting with us, and just wanted to thank you for your guidance
and levity on the issues. You are going to be missed.
Chair Furth: Thank you.
Mr. Sing: This project is at the corner of Hamilton Avenue and Webster street. It’s an area of transition
from the commercial area to residential area. What’s proposed are 19 rental dwelling units and about 7,500
square feet of office space. The site does include right now three properties in two different building
districts. The properties will be merged. The office component will be confined to the CD portion, while the
residential units will be on all levels of the site. The project as introduced includes a major architectural
review, joint use parking, as well as a variance. The project did go before the Board previously on April
18th, a few months ago, and there were a number of items the Board wanted to see the applicant try to
address and come back with. A lot of those have to do with the privacy and some of the daylight for these
spaces on the interior. That had to do with residences that are along Webster, as well as the interface with
the unit and the Redwood Terrace space at the back, which is solely for the use of the office space. And
then, some of the other interior layouts for the upper level of Units 15 and 16. Also, it wanted to see some
bicycle parking added at the grade where possible. Also, to review the overall height of the building in
relation to some of the floor to ceiling heights, to consider adding an accessible ramp at Webster Street,
and to finally review some of the lighting throughout the project. The applicant has a pretty extensive
presentation on how they addressed each of those issues, but in summary, we believe that they have
addressed those. A couple of them where – the height, for instance – there’s some constraints that the
applicant has mentioned about the elevator, so maybe we could seek some other comments about that,
how to further address that, or maybe it’s okay as is. In summary, the project is a three-story mixed-use
project. There is an offset in the floor area ratio. That’s for efficiency of the project, that some of the utility
spaces are, trash spaces are included more on the larger parcels, more access to Webster Street, versus
having that on a smaller parcel. Trying to get access on Hamilton. Thought it was a good idea to do that.
For a better project, there’s some offset in the FAR on the site that way. The project is proposed rental
units, so, therefore, the project would pay just the impact fee for affordable housing. The project does
include a level of basement parking, and it does include a lot of those in the mechanical types of lift spaces,
and those are allowed by the code. The code does require 60 spaces; the project does provide 55. But with
the project’s joint use parking request and their company transit demand management plan, we believe
that the reduction is okay. This diagram shows what I mentioned previously about the FAR distribution.
The shaded areas are the utility and trash rooms, so they’re accommodating both the office and the retail
on that space. That just makes sense. There is access straight to Webster there. Otherwise, there is a
courtyard in the middle of the project for open space, and as I mentioned, there is the terrace area in the
back that preserves some of the on-site mature trees. That is for the sole use of the office space. There
are a couple areas for the variance application. There’s a 17-foot setback, special setback along Hamilton.
Any protrusion in there would require a variance of some kind if they want to do it. In this case, we believe
that these are warranted, they are okay, there are canopies, as well as a fin wall that is designed, that can
be detached if for some reason the City needs to use the space within that special setback area. The
canopy, of course, is above ground, so we believe this variance is warranted given the restrictions in the
area. This just provides a cross-section of the project and some of the floor plates that we were trying to
describe. They are a bit generous, but I think the idea is to have a clean aesthetic for the roofline, as well
as there’s some limitations with the elevator that shows it. It does have a low profile amongst other types
of elevators, but again, the applicant can describe that. I’ll show one rendering here. This is along Webster
and the changes that were proposed. They did add more landscaping there to add more privacy. The
rendering above is the previous version that was shown in April, and below is the new one. In conclusion,
the project does respond to the ARB’s comments, and the variance request is acceptable. The revisions
proposed and implemented increase the consistency with the required findings. With that, we do
recommend approval of the project to the Director, based on the findings and subject to conditions of
approval. That concludes my presentation; I’ll be happy to answer any questions. Thank you.
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Chair Furth: Thank you. Any questions of Sheldon before we hear from the applicant? Board Member
Thompson: Is it possible to pass the material board up?
[Staff hands materials board to Board Member Thompson.]
Chair Furth: May be hear from the applicant? You’ll have 10 minutes once you have everything set up. And
if you could, as always, spell your name for our transcriber.
Roslyn Cole, Aidlin Darling Design: Yes. My name is Roslyn Cole [spells name]. Chair Furth: I’m afraid you
need to speak even more closely to the mic.
Ms. Cole: Okay. Is this better? Chair Furth: Yes.
Ms. Cole: All right. Okay. I’m Roslyn Cole, Principle at Aidlin Darling Design, and I’m pleased to be here
again with you today. We have looked at all of your comments and would like to run through that quickly,
so I remember them. Also with me today is Lauren Ewald with Fletcher Studio; she can answer any
landscape questions you might have. As Sheldon mentioned, we had a good deal of feedback from you,
which is really helpful, and we’d like to walk through that one by one. The first item is the suggestion that
we increase the privacy to the ground floor residences at Webster Street. We looked at this carefully. The
image that you see up here is different from the one in your package. It was very hard for us to actually
render it within the rendering we had. It got very muddy in the background, so we thought it better to
start fresh with an image that would show you more of what it would look like. What we’re doing is we’re
proposing a revised planting, which would provide a greater height and privacy for those residences, while
still providing an openness. As you might recall, we started this project a year or so ago, providing fences
along those units to provide privacy. At your suggestion, we pulled them away to really provide a more
urban context. And I think we went a little too far by making it too low. In the last go-around we feel like
we’ve achieved a balance here that allows for the privacy for the unit, as well as the openness that we
would like to keep. One of your other items you suggested we look at relates to this. This is looking at
those two units for the daylight and privacy from within the space. We have provided some images of what
that looks like when you’re looking from the living out to that terrace area, and then, back to the courtyard.
We recognize that there are different people, and people who look for very different things in the
apartments that they choose. We think these are apartments that would be very applicable for the urban
dweller who wants a direct connection to the outside, and more of a direct connection to the street. With
that said, we have provided translucent glazing at the door, as well as shades at the windows for privacy,
should that be desired. That is typical in all of the units. For Unit 3, which is the corner unit by the Redwood
Garden, we have also shown you here a typical kitchen casework elevation. I think there was a comment
on how the casework and the window might work together, so we’ve designed the casework to sit above
the window at this location, which provides space for a shade pocket, to provide a direct connection to the
exterior. At this unit, the kitchen – which is located here – has a landscape buffer of six to seven feet before
the terrace starts. That landscape buffer provides a distance and some height of planting, and there’s also
two magnolia trees there to allow for a little more privacy for that unit. For Units 16 and 15, we thought it
was really helpful to actually re-look at this in terms of the privacy of the unit. We have relocated the
window for Unit 16, and then, reoriented the planters to provide more privacy between Units 16 and 17.
In addition, we’ve changed the landscape material to a taller chain fern, which basically will grow three to
five feet, to provide additional privacy between those terraces and the walkway. We have taken your
suggestion to add more parking at grade by adding two more spaces at the corner entry. This brings our
short-term parking count up to six from four, and four is our required minimum. I’d like to spend a little
more time on this one, so I’m trying to rush through some of these other ones, because obviously, looking
at the height was something we did very carefully. It’s a little bit of a complicated issue.
Chair Furth: We’re happy to give you a couple more minutes if you need it to make it clear to us what
you’re doing.
Ms. Cole: Okay, all right. I’ll slow down. There are a couple driving factors in setting the building height at
its 40 feet. The first is that our first floor is set by being one foot above the base flood. We then have two
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elevators in the buildings, each with their overruns, and that sets the height of the third floor at the
residential unit, and then the second floor where the office elevator comes up. Now, what we’re specifying
is a Schindler elevator, which has a 12-foot-7 overrun, and it’s the lowest that we’ve been able to find.
Most are in the 13-2- or 14-5-foot height range. And even with these, we’re not bringing our typical floor
plate over. We’re having a very special acoustical separation at that location, where we have a residential
unit. And then, at our roof, we’re popping up just a little bit but still where you’re not able to see it from
the street. The last floor basically in this sandwich is our first floor, and that right now has a clear space of
10-foot-4 in the office, but that is before the mechanical ductwork. That mechanical ductwork will add at
least 12 inches to that, to lower down in those locations. We feel that’s as really low as we can go with an
office space. For these reasons, we are asking to keep the height where it is. We’ve also taken a step back
and looked at the project. We haven’t looked at these images for a while. They’re in your package, but
they have not been part of your presentation. Just to look at this building in the context of its neighbors.
And it is truly, as Sheldon said, a transition building. It transitions from these taller buildings. All of the
neighbors are taller than it. Obviously, the church is 70 feet, but our adjacent neighbors and the neighbor
across Hamilton. And then, we have our lower residential neighbors. We’re addressing that by opening the
building at the top floor, creating a glazed corner, and then, bringing that third-floor line to align with that
roofline of that building. We feel like the building, with this 40-foot height, still really deals with the transition
at this corner. You suggested that we look at adding an accessible ramp to the Webster Street entry, and
we think this is a very good suggestion. We have added this in. It’s a straight ramp, a 1:12 ramp, but
added it in by adding another planter and layering it in, so we still have the cascading steps that come to
that corner. We think that is an improvement to this corner, for many reasons. Accessibility, of course,
being the primary one. Here, you asked us to look at the central terrace and the light levels. We think that
this space is going to be quite nice. It’s 30 feet by 32 feet. We have two analogous spaces that we’d like
to show you. Here is the Stanford Central Energy facility, and that space is scaled very smoothly. You can
see the courtyard through the center of the space here. And then, the Oakland Museum and it’s front entry
canopy. This is much longer, but daylight appears along the side, and then in the back, and in a similar
proportion for this space here. I think both show that this space can feel light and not dark. At the third
floor, we looked at the lighting, and thought it was actually very helpful. We went back and looked at
finding a new fixture for this, and this fixture has brought down the lighting level significantly, but it still
provides an even level. We haven’t changed the number of fixtures, but the lighting level is even. In looking
at the controllability, we’re proposing to provide that through both a photocell, and then, through the ability
to have it dimmer for occupant use.
The intention is to keep it low, and then, if an occupant needs to use it higher, then it would be set higher.
We were concerned about the on-off occupancy sensor and the flickering of that through time. We have
also looked at the landscape buffer going north, and after meeting with our neighbor, we have added two
additional trees along this boundary property. We have a utility line that runs into our utility space here, so
we’re unable to add any more trees along this area. But the coffeeberry shrub that is located and proposed
here can grow up to 15 feet, so we think that it itself will also be a good buffer along that northern neighbor.
There are a couple of planning requested changes. As Sheldon has mentioned, we now have updated
things to show how we meet the new ordinance, between lowering the stall count from 67 to 60. Then,
increasing the open area. The increase for the RM-40 parcels includes from 1,300 to 1,950 square feet, but
I think it’s important to note that we have 2 ½ times that amount for this project, so we’re well within that.
Lastly, we have pulled the building back a foot from the property line. Originally, the building itself sat at
the property line and we had window projections, as well as eaves, moving into that to provide depth of
the building. We’ve worked with Planning. We feel like that depth is really important to the façade, so we
have taken a foot out of the courtyard and a couple inches out of the units to pull the building back, so
those windows are no longer in the setback. We have also worked very closely with Planning to allow for
the fin to extend, but basically have separate rebar cages, and be able to be cut off if it needed to be in
the future and still be structurally sound. The remaining images are just the elevations. Here is the street
elevation; the elevation with the new ramp. The Webster Street elevation. And that elevation with the new
ramp. And planting. And then, a view from Hamilton; a view from Webster; the central terrace; and then
the corner. With that, I look forward to hearing your comments.
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Chair Furth: Thank you. Are there any questions of the applicant’s architect before we go on? Do we have
any speaker cards? Yes. Just one? John Carl Fredrick, [phonetic] please. You have three minutes, Mr.
Fredrick.
John Carl Fredrick: Thank you. John Carl Fredrick. I live in Barron Park, but in the last 50 years that I’ve
lived in Palo Alto, I’ve lived about half of that time on the north side. I’m here to speak in opposition to this
project, and a denial of the approval for demolition, for a number of reasons. Number one, I think the work
to this point by City staff is inadequate in describing the historical character of the building and the attending
landscaping. I think this project is way too invasive. I think there’s no reason to grant a variance for the
17-foot setback on Hamilton. I also don’t think that the inventory of the trees is adequate, and I’m sort of
surprised it’s not contained in this report. Especially Tree #4 next to the existing building to the west, which
is unique in Palo Alto. And even in the elevations, I did not see evidence of what the problem of removing
all the magnolias on the street will be. And then, the fruit trees that are going – three orange trees, a fig
tree – many bulb plants, and even the redwoods, which this report claims to protect, I would doubt that
finding given what’s happened to the redwoods at the corner of Ravenswood and El Camino in Menlo Park.
And to build unground parking, in truth, that closely the property line or the public parking area, it’s going
to create problems in the future there. I also think that the character of the building itself on the corner, if
you had elevation pictures of it, you would see that this is a remarkable change. It’s a magnificent building.
I have an affection for quads because I grew up in one, back in Milwaukee. This might be the only one left
in town, and it’s beautiful inside. Clear hard redwood, hardwood floors, a foyer… I mean, I don’t think any
of you maybe even went inside the building there on the corner. And the loss then of nine units of affordable
housing – and I would put it at higher than that because of the little brown shingle house that is scheduled
for demotion if this permit is granted easily holds two people, two families. The garages alone are
substantial pieces of property. What I think was lacking in this plan, and your review of it, is the fact that
this property has a large amount of space without demolishing the corner building, in which 16 units of
housing could go in there. Now, I don’t know how you could find, given the environmental problems, a
negative CEQA finding that there’s no impingement of the general welfare of the people of Palo Alto if this
demolition permit goes forward, and I would recommend that you continue or deny. Thank you.
Chair Furth: Thank you, Mr. Fredrick. Just to be clear, Tree #4…
Mr. Fredrick: It’s a unique pine. It’s right up against the building there, behind the brown-shingle house.
It’s the only tree other than the redwoods on the property line.
Chair Furth: Any questions of Mr. Fredrick before we…?
Mr. Fredrick: And the other tree is the big avocado. Go over there and sit in the back yard and see how
much open space is going to be lost by the granting of demolition here.
Chair Furth: Thank you. Does anybody else which to speak? The applicant has 10 minutes to respond.
Brandy Bridges: Good morning. My name is Brandy Bridges [spells name]. I’d like to say thank you to the
Board for hearing our project today, and thank you to members of the public who came to comment, and
others we have heard from in preceding hearings. I understand the concerns that were just voiced. I think,
though, that there’s a lot to like about the project that we’re proposing. The existing site holds nine units
of housing. That’s true. They are in a state of disrepair, and we’ve had a property condition report done,
and they’re not appropriate for long-term, ongoing occupancy. Our project proposes to replace those with
19 units of new housing, code compliant, energy efficient, and safe for occupancy. We have had the
property also studied in terms of looking at the historic nature of the property. It’s been analyzed by
multiple parties. In fact, the City’s historic planner looked at the project. A third-party historian was hired
by the City to review the project, and the landowner also hired a consultant to review the project. All three
of the reviewing entities agreed that the three properties were ineligible for listing on the registers, and
also ineligible for listing not only on the California register, but the City’s register. So, they’re not considered
historic resources for the purpose of CEQA or for permitting. All of this information was reflected in the
minutes from the hearing that we attended on a voluntary basis with a historic review board back in 2018.
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I don’t disagree that the buildings, they are quite lovely. I also have an affection for the nature and
character of particularly the yellow building. But, I think that we have to acknowledge that there’s an
existing life span for structures, and I think what we have to look at with these is that we have an
opportunity to increase the housing supply, which, in a fashion that increases supply, I think is part of the
equation to improving our housing crisis here in the Bay area. The landscaping that we proposed, that was
another topic that was raised. The existing landscaping on the site, the front yard is primarily grass, which
takes a lot of water consumption. Our project that we’re proposing will have primarily native and droughttolerant planting. We actually are proposing to remove the trees. When we met with the City arborist, we
looked at it in terms of asking them, “What is it that you think we should do?” We had an arborist who
looked at it, the City’s arborist looked at it. The existing magnolias are in a state of decline, so their
preference was for us to remove the trees. With the replacements that we’re proposing, we’ll actually have
a net increase in the urban canopy, a significant net increase that’s reflected in the plan sets that you have
before you today. I think replacing the water- hungry grass with some native plantings is, on balance, a
good thing. I’m not sure about the numbering of that particular tree that was brought up in the comment,
but I do have here before me the arborist’s report. I believe that the tree in question might be the Japanese
black pine because that’s the only pine that I see listed. That tree was noted by the arborist as poor
retention suitability due to poor structure, so that’s not one that we focused on much before because the
arborist has already commented on that. The redwoods, preserving those redwoods is very important to
us. We’ve made great effort to ensure that our building will not damage the redwoods. By pulling back the
full garage, and then, we have in that area, the landscape plan shows wood planking. That’s to let the air
reach the roots of the redwoods, and also to let the water kind of go down and reach the roots of those
redwoods. We really want to protect those. We think it provides a great buffer between this project and
the large city garage that’s next door, and does kind of a nice screening job, but also, they’re redwoods,
and we just want to protect them because they are gorgeous. Other comments. I think I’ve addressed…
Oh, the variance. The variance request, really, what we’re trying to achieve with that is getting some depth
in the reading of the façade. This property does have some unusual characteristics that make a variance
appropriate. Namely, we have the historic neighbor next door at 530 Webster, so, we wanted to make sure
that we set our building back far enough that we’ll stay in alignment with 530 Webster, instead of stepping
too far forward. We’ve compressed our building back along that Webster frontage more than is required
by the City’s setbacks. And then, on the other corner of the building, we’ve pulled in to kind of get away
from those redwood trees. So, with being pushed in on the Webster side, and then, also being pulled in on
the redwood side, it just creates a condition where it’s hard for us to push the building any further back
without getting closer to 530 Webster, which is something we don’t want to do. With the variance, we can
let the roof eaves, and kind of extend out. And also, we can do a nice canopy over the commercial space,
and I think that’s a good trade-off to make. With that, I guess I would close by saying that, you know, we
first visited with the Board, I think it might have been just over a year ago, and I feel really good about
the project that we have before you today. I think it’s very different than the project we originally presented.
The feedback, the loop of the process has been great in terms of receiving the feedback. Each bit of
feedback has helped us make this project better, so I’d just like to take this one last opportunity to say
thank you. I think it’s been a good collaboration with the public, with the Board. Thank you.
Chair Furth: Thank you. Any questions of the applicant before we bring it back to the Board? David? Seeing
none, any comments from staff before we start discussing this project? Who would like to begin? Okay,
we’ll skip Osma. David?
Board Member Hirsch: Generally speaking, I do like the project, but I do have some reservations. A minor
one was the suggestion I made last time, was to use the Hamilton side to provide a skylight, or possible
light down to the parking lot, but I don’t see that that’s included in any way in the presentation right now.
I just find that underground parking isn’t really pleasant. It’s a personal issue for me, to add as much light
as you can get in. Now, I know, of course, the entryway is well lit because of the break in the platform of
the deck, etc., allows the light to come through, but it was a suggestion that I thought would enhance the
parking facility. But it’s a minor concern. My major concern here is that in order to maintain your parapet
and your corniche look to the building, and because of the elevator, as you mentioned, it has to have an
override. You have a humongous height to the top floor of this building. I frankly just don’t understand. I
think if I were looking at this as a developer, I would think that somehow we’re spending an extra three
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feet all around the entire building in order to allow for that elevator override being within the frame of the
box of the building itself. It doesn’t seem logical to me, and actually, it makes some of those apartments
uncomfortably high. Kitchens, bathrooms with ceilings quite that high don’t make any sense at all. And
that’s a major concern, I think, for me, that the height of that floor is really ridiculously high. That’s speaking
from the point of a person who owned a brownstone and had an 11-foot ceiling and thought that was quite
adequate for a brownstone, but when you exceed that in a new building like this, I don’t think it’s sensible.
Last time, I also mentioned Unit 14 and the ones above it, where the kitchen faces the courtyard in the
rear. I simply don’t understand why, when you put a kitchen in most of your units closer to the front door,
in this case, the kitchen is on the perimeter wall, where you could simply have windows, but you choose
not to do so. If I understand the plan, that’s the plan I’m looking at, unless you’ve changed it and there is
a new plan. That unit, those units, all of them that face the rear court have the kitchen misplaced on the
outside wall. If I’m wrong, correct me, please.
Ms. Bridge: Unit 14 has the kitchen on the outside wall, but it does also have windows. We could show an
image of a similar condition if that would be helpful.
Board Member Hirsch: No, I…. [crosstalk]
Chair Furth: Why don’t we hold that until we hear from everybody, if we need further enlightenment.
Board Member Hirsch: All right. My personal objection is that the light that you get into the kitchen directly
really isn’t the same as if you had a living room with a larger amount of window, and that the windows
that you do have in the area of the living room, which are on the corridor, simply are not private windows,
and you have to diffuse the glazing at that point. Let’s address it later on. In all other respects, I think
you’ve answered the questions that we had at previous hearings. But those three issues, with a minor one
being a skylight, have been well addressed here. Thank you.
Chair Furth: Thank you. Board Member Thompson.
Board Member Thompson: Thank you for this project. I am struggling a little bit with the renderings. I’m
looking here at the material palette, and Metal 1 in the material palette is this sort of dark metal color. And
in the renderings – I’m looking at Page A5.3E – it’s sort of the main fascia at the top and bottom, and it
just looks brown. I think that’s actually kind of important, to not show it that way, because it’s not going
to be brown, it’s going to be black according to this. And even your main panel boards, fiber cement board
color 1, in the renderings are showing very brown. This is more of a taupe. It doesn’t have the warmth
that I think that brown color would have when I’m looking at this material board. In terms of all the other
items that you’ve addressed – the privacy on the ground floor, and the slew of other things you went
through – I feel pretty good about that in terms of the revisions that you’ve made. But, just looking at this
again, you know, the renderings look really nice, but I don’t buy that, with these materials that you’ve
chosen, that it will actually look like this in real life. I kind of want to alert the rest of the Board to my
concern on that because, you know, otherwise this project seems to otherwise be looking pretty good. I
think this is an important item that we would actually have to look at later, just because, you know, the
wood soffit batches, the renderings, the main panel board, which is the heart and soul of your project right
now, that’s what everybody is going to look at, is this material that seems otherwise a lot like the concrete,
and I don’t know that that’s the design intent. It sounds like you want that differentiation between your
concrete at the base to kind of you give you that grounding, and then, something warmer and lighter
above. And I don’t think this material is the right choice. That’s my only note right now. Otherwise, I think
you guys have done a pretty good job in this package. I’ll leave it there.
Chair Furth: Thank you. Alex?
Board Member Lew: I can recommend approval today. Thank you for the revisions. I think they look good.
I think, on previous Board member comments, I think the, with regard to the height, I do understand the
comment. I do think there’s a balance we have to strike because this is mixed use. You’re talking about,
you know, that it’s too high for residential, but they have office on Hamilton, so there has to be some sort
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of middle ground. And the heights that they are proposing are a little bit low, they’re on the low side for
office. I think the architect has it correct, that if you look at the context-based street elevations, the building
looks fine in context with the church and the office building across the street. I think that’s the main thing.
And however many floors, or whatever, the height, and the interior configurations, interior elements relative
to the windows and stuff, that’s all sort of internal, and to me, that’s not really part of the Board’s findings.
I mean, I don’t disagree with you about all that, but it seems to me that that’s the architect’s problem. On
the skylight to the garage, I think that’s all very nice. I think we’ve commented on that kind of thing before
on other projects, on commercial projects, and I think that’s all desirable. I don’t know if it’s feasible on
this particular project. And then, I think to Osma’s comments about the materials, I didn’t sort of pick that
up until you brought it up. I think that the rendering… yeah. I get that. I was thinking that, when I look at
the renderings, it seemed to me that the color that’s shown on the renderings looks like the church across
the street, to me. I haven’t matched anything, but this one, I think you’re, I mean, when you point it out,
I think the material here doesn’t really quite do that. Maybe if we come back to subcommittee, maybe
there’s a different way of doing this. I don’t know. There may not be a lot of options of this as an integral
color material. I would think having an integral color material is better than painting it. If you want to do
one more rounds to subcommittee, I would be okay with that, but I would imagine that that’s… I mean, I
do trust architects generally to pick the best color of the ones that are available, and I don’t have any
better suggestion. Seems like this is better than, like, Hardie [inaudible] options, and the Hardie panel
range. Anyway. And then, my last comments are clean-ups on the findings. For staff, on page 15, on item
L3.1, it says, “second floor,” and I think you meant third floor. On page 19… skip that. Page 21, item
number 6 mentions “Cambridge area,” and I think you mean Webster, or Hamilton. I think that was just a
cut and paste issue. I can support the variance findings, although that’s really the purview of the planning
director.
Chair Furth: Thank you. Vice Chair Baltay.
Vice Chair Baltay: Thank you for the excellent presentation, and thanks to my colleagues for their insightful
comments. I’d like to focus on two things, I think. One is Osma’s comment about the materials, and the
second one is about the height of the building, which I agree with David. I think what Osma was driving
at is that the elevations don’t really depict the way these materials will play out on the building. And I think
she’s right, that this fibrous cement has almost a pinkish-reddish tone to it. Which, you’re right, Alex. It’s
like the church is now, but they just painted it. And unfortunately, they just painted away the beautiful
textured, aged concrete, and now it’s got this pinkish hue I suspect they regret.
Chair Furth: We know that you do, in any event.
Vice Chair Baltay: I certainly do. The building was lovely for years and years with this aging character to it,
and probably was leaking, so they had to do something. But it’s got this industrial-looking, pinkish concrete
coating on it now. And I’d hate to see that happen to this building. Osma is correct that these side panels
are large, and they would be very visible. I think what Alex is suggesting is right, that it might come back
to a subcommittee to review that, and perhaps the architects may want to consider that. When you correct
the coloring on your elevations, you may realize it’s a bit too pink, in my opinion. The same with the brown
crim band. That’s the one color in this palette I find is not that rich-looking. It’s not typical of one of your
buildings in your firm. The bigger issue for me is the height. You’re quite correct, Alex. I agree that it’s not
for us to lay out the interior of the building or select the plate height. It is important for us to make sure
the building is contextually compatible, and I find it really is not with 530 Webster. All the other buildings
in town, it works great. It’s not too tall for Palo Alto; it’s not that the building is too massive. But perhaps
you could pull up for me, someone, one of the elevations, the view from Webster. Is that possible to get
that on the screen?
[Staff looking for slide.]
Vice Chair Baltay: Hold on a second. If you look at this image here, and look at the right-hand side of the
building, compared to 530 Webster… Alex is holding up the actual architect’s rendering from the corner of
530 Webster, but if you also look at this one that’s on the screen now, very small, you can 530 Webster in
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the background. And I think you can see that this building is substantially larger than 530 Webster. Visually,
it really seems to overpower that building. And that building in particular to me has a real sense of presence
on the street, a real character to it. And I think the building next to it is just a little bit too big. And then,
when I hear the reason it’s a little bit too big is really to do with the technical thing about elevators, and it
strikes me that it is possible to configure so that the elevator overrun goes through the roof, and you have
a bump-out somehow. I would rather see a small bump-out on the roof, with the roof plate being lower,
than I would see the entire building be substantially taller. To me, it seems that the building should come
down maybe a foot from each of the two residential floors. And we can ask the architect to revise the way
the elevator overrun on the roof works through the roof, and then, in the third floor, you have to find a
way for your residential unit to accommodate that overrun somehow, if you can’t find a different elevator.
But, to me, the building is just too tall vis-e-vie its relation to 530 Webster, and that is very much our
province to solve that. I’d like to see us request that building get pushed down. I think we can still
recommend approval with that condition. I can support the variance findings. I think it makes good sense,
and the design itself is wonderful, I think. Thank you.
Chair Furth: Thank you. Thank you to the applicant for an interesting, attractive project, and for really clear
documentation, which has perhaps made us more focused in our critique than we might be in less- clear
work. Both have been an advantage and disadvantage for you, but we, of course, think it’s an advantage,
because we think the truth will set us free, eventually. Thanks also to the members of the public who have
spoken to us, both today and earlier. I wanted to talk briefly about Mr. Frederick’s comments. I took notes
on them. And of course, we don’t disagree with you, that lovely gardens and existing buildings are lost with
this project. Relatively affordable housing is lost with this project. We don’t have power to address those
things. That’s beyond the scope of what we do. The City used to have ordinances that made it uneconomic
to destroy existing rental units – although in this case, we’re actually getting new rental units rather than
condos – and the State of California took away the authority that we were using. The City Council adopted
a Historic Preservation Ordinance, and the Palo Alto electorate repealed it. Efforts to have more tree
protection than we do have also failed, so we need to work within the context that we have. Our question
really is: How is this building, in this context, as an aesthetic object itself, as a place to live, as a place to
walk by? And I would say that I think, particularly if it’s designed to look like its elevations, it’s a very
attractive building, and it will be a good place to live, and it will be a good place to walk by. Which is no
small item here. I have been to a lot… I have heard Emma Kirkby sing in that cathedral-like church – for a
Methodist church, it’s pretty cathedral-like – across the street. It’s a heavily traveled corridor, on foot and
otherwise. I think this is a good building and a good use to put here. We’ve been very concerned about
the effect that it will have on the buildings to its right on Webster. I do think that you’ve done a good job
of addressing our concerns, which come up a lot in new residential projects, of how you have ground floor
units that relate to the street, but yet have an adequate sense of privacy. I think you’ve done that well. I
like your increased parking. I like that your parking is underground. I agree with David that some natural
light in underground parking is great. We have some good examples, I’m thinking, at the corner of Lytton
and Emerson, for example. And there are some counter examples on Everett. And I am concerned about
minimizing the height while maintaining attractive uses. And I very much appreciate… I realize I’m easily
seduced by beautiful drawings, and I appreciate Osma’s commentary on the materials board. I think this
project is ready to… Oh, and I do find the variance findings compelling. You mentioned that the fin wall
would be removable in the future if the City needed it to be. Is that a condition of approval of the variance?
It needs to be?
Ms. Gerhardt: Yes. We’ll ensure that that is a condition.
Chair Furth: You can’t just say we’re taking it back unless the applicant has agreed to leave that right
with the City.
Ms. Gerhardt: Yes. The point is that it is going into a special setback, and should the City ever need to use
that property…[crosstalk]
Chair Furth: You will be sure that the approval documents, that the property owner needs to have a
covenant that they will do so that runs with the land.
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Ms. Gerhardt: Yes, thank you.
Chair Furth: Okay. The applicant is indicating they are fine with that. I would suggest referring three items
to a subcommittee. The first would be the materials, and as I understand it, we like the elevations more
than the materials submitted, so the goal would be to come up with something that works. But, the
guidance towards to the subcommittee from us would be that we… How would you phrase it?
Board Member Thompson: I think mainly the design intent – and please correct me if I’m wrong – the
design intent does seem that there’s kind of a cool base and a warm, you know, middle-upper. And at the
moment, the materials palette, you know, it doesn’t seem to reflect that design intent. I don’t want to
necessarily stipulate what that material should be, but it should be something warmer to reflect that design
intent.
Chair Furth: You’re describing the upper floors which, to me, look brownish, pale brown. Board Member
Thompson: Yeah.
Chair Furth: And the bottom floor looks creamy?
Board Member Thompson: Well, the bottom floor is all that board-form concrete.
Chair Furth: Right, but when I’m looking at the elevation, that’s not what you see at all.
Board Member Thompson: Yeah, it looks white. But in their precedent imagery, they’re showing a lot of
wood for the wall panels. I remember first seeing this project and kind of believing that this would be a
really heavy wood project, you know, because wood has that warmth. I don’t know. I think that was the
contrast they were trying to make between the wood and the concrete, the heavy and the light, the warm
and the cold.
Chair Furth: Are you saying that one of the things you’d be looking for is contrast between the upper and
lower floors?
Board Member Thompson: Yeah. But I would say I don’t have a problem with the board form concrete. I
think that’s good for the base for the cold [crosstalk].
Chair Furth: My only concern, one thing I know for sure is I know I’m not going to be on this subcommittee.
But I think it would be useful for the… Maybe you can just decide that any two of you, working with a very
skilled architect, have the capacity to do what needs to be done here and just say, “nothing further,” that
we’ll just review the colors. It looks like you’re happy with that. Okay. For the subcommittee to review the
materials, in light of the comments today; to review the height, with the goal to reducing that by a couple
of feet, if possible, even with a preference for having an elevator that pokes through the basic form, if
necessary. How would you say that?
Vice Chair Baltay: Well, to get my vote, I’d like to say not review the height. We already asked them to do
that and that didn’t get us anything. I’d like them to reduce the height by at least a foot on each floor of
the upper two floors. It’s two feet total.
Chair Furth: By two feet.
Vice Chair Baltay: And again, I hate to be prescriptive on this, but we did… [crosstalk]… Chair Furth: Two
feet or more.
Vice Chair Baltay: … and we didn’t get much result.
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Chair Furth: Okay. And then, to review the garage lighting. And I put it that way because I agree with
David, that daylight is wonderful if you can do it. I’ve been really impressed in the last few years with the
great basement-level, parking-level lighting that can be achieved with LED fixtures. I think the Medico… Is
it the Medico-Dental building? Whatever. The building across the street from City Hall has a beautifully lit
garage. Best I’ve ever seen. And that’s done without natural light except from the driveway. I don’t know
what the solution is. I agree with David. It needs to be, basically shadow less. But garage lighting would
be the third item for referral.
Board Member Lew: No, that’s not a… I think that’s beyond our purview. Chair Furth: Well, if we can require
exterior lighting.
Vice Chair Baltay: I believe David was referring to skylights, natural lighting in the garage. Chair Furth:
Right. I agree.
Vice Chair Baltay: And that’s a rather large change for the architects to try and incorporate right now, I
think.
Chair Furth: Okay, so, what’s the consensus of the Board on that point?
Vice Chair Baltay: And whether they brightly light it with electric lights or not… Chair Furth: None of our
business.
Vice Chair Baltay: I think David’s recommendation is wise, but maybe… Chair Furth: You don’t support it.
Vice Chair Baltay: No, I just think it’s not reasonable to ask the architects to change something like that at
this point.
Chair Furth: I would call that not supporting it. Vice Chair Baltay: Not supporting it.
Ms. Gerhardt: From a findings standpoint, we do have Finding #4, which is the design is functional, allowing
for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle traffic, providing for elements that support the building’s
necessary operation.
Chair Furth: Yeah, if I thought, I mean, we often comment on the interior design of garages if we don’t
think they’re functional. I think I’m hearing from everybody but David that they think it’s good enough for
the findings. I’m seeing some nods here.
Vice Chair Baltay: Yeah, it meets the same standard we’ve applied to other similar buildings. Chair Furth:
Okay. Would somebody like to make a motion? Or comment?
Ms. Bridges: Commissioner Furth, may I make a quick comment regarding the height? Chair Furth: Yes.
You need to be a little closer to the mic, however.
Ms. Bridges: Okay, I apologize. With regard to the height, the recommendation in terms of what the
committee would be looking for, I was wondering if we could make it a bit less specific than saying one
foot per floor. Because what’s challenging for us on the residential floors is that that middle floor. When
the office elevator comes up, we kind of have to maintain that height, because we have looked at every
elevator out there, all the major manufacturers, and we selected one with the lowest overrun. That middle
floor, we really can’t play with that height much. If we need to reduce height, the place to do it is, as you
were mentioning, would have to be at that top floor, by doing a bump-out. I think if we could leave it a bit
more flexible in terms of how we look at that when we’re in committee, that might be helpful to… [crosstalk]
Chair Furth: I think we were saying two feet overall.
Ms. Bridges: I’m sorry, I’m just looking to the architect for direction in terms of…
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Board Member Lew: You can’t be demanding. They have to engineer the building. They have to work out…
Chair Furth: I understand they do. One of your colleagues suggested a two-foot requirement. You don’t
support it, right?
Ms. Bridges: If we might say a goal of two feet and leave it to the folks in the subcommittee, and perhaps
the people most concerned, maybe one of those could sit on the subcommittee. Just a suggestion. Thank
you.
Chair Furth: Thank you.
Vice Chair Baltay: To my colleagues. By the time this gets to subcommittee, it’s pretty well fixed. I think
we need to decide now. It is possible to eliminate a closet in that apartment and let the bump-out take the
place of a closet. It’s possible to shift the four-story elevator slightly further into the building so it gets
picked up with the mechanical screening. And I understand the architect is frustrated by that, but
understand our frustration. We brought this issue to your attention, and it didn’t seem like we got more
than just a bunch of elevator specifications on it. We understand and appreciate that. It’s technically
complicated. I completely agree with Alex. The last thing we want to do is tell you specifically what to do.
Our concern, my concern – and I believe the Board, the majority – is the relationship to 530 Webster. And
the building now is just a little bit too tall to relate to that building. I think you can’t take two feet off the
top floor and leave the middle floor that height. It will look wrong. We’re not the architects. Your architect
needs to address this situation.
Chair Furth: I think what we need to do is have somebody make a motion and see what the Board supports.
Mr. Frederick: Excuse me, Madam Chair. As a point of information, could you clarify that, in fact, part of
this is, in the approval for demolition, that the 17-foot variance is acceptable under CEQA?
Chair Furth: Yes, we have said that. Thank you.
Mr. Frederick: Thank you.
Chair Furth: Did you have a comment, Osma? Board Member Thompson: Yeah…
Board Member Lew: I think we should also comment, we’re not approving the demolition permit.
Chair Furth: Right.
Board Member Lew: This is ARB.
Chair Furth: We’re just approving the design of the new building. Board Member Lew: Demolition is a
separate…
Chair Furth: And we’re asked to review the environmental documentation. Board Member Thompson: Do
we know if the height…
Chair Furth: I mean, one of the things that’s confusing to the public is that what the caption says is that
we’re asked to approve a project which involves the demolition of buildings, but we don’t actually issue
demolition permits. Go ahead, Osma. Did you have something?
Board Member Thompson: Yeah, sorry.
Chair Furth: I still want one of you to make a motion. Board Member Thompson: I’m not ready yet.
Sorry.
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Chair Furth: Go ahead.
Board Member Thompson: I’m looking at A5.2C. Chair Furth: Could you put that up?
Board Member Thompson: This is 530 Webster, right? This one? Do we know the height? Oh, it says it
right here. Sorry. It’s 69 feet, .6, versus 85.1. Are you saying that lowering the height by two feet will
make a difference in terms of how it relates to that building?
Vice Chair Baltay: I believe so, yes, Osma. I think right now, the third-floor plate line itself is above the
height of 530 Webster. And there’s that trim band that relates those two. Usually what we’re looking for is
let the neighbor building go up a floor, but this one seems, to me, sort of aggressively more than a floor.
The 13-foot floor on the second floor is a little bit too tall, and then, the whole thing pops up another 13
feet.
Board Member Thompson: Your issue is not with the 85 total, it’s just where the datum for the top of the
second floor is?
Vice Chair Baltay: No, it’s both. I think the datum should line up better with 530 Webster, and then, the
roof itself, having these very tall plates, I think sort of accentuates the situation. If we reduce the request
from two feet to one foot, would that be more palatable to you?
Board Member Thompson: I’m kind of in a place where it seems like the height difference is so much that
I don’t know that it would make that much of a difference, whether it’s one foot, or two feet, or zero feet
at that point. Because it’s so much further lower, it looks like it’s at least 15 feet lower. That whether it’s
14 feet or 13 feet, I think the main context that we’re seeing, like the bigger street, I guess… I don’t know.
It seems that… I guess I just kind of accept that it will be a change. But I guess my bigger question was,
I think in your original comments, you mentioned a change in massing, where it would step down. Or was
that…? No?
Vice Chair Baltay: No, absolutely not. No, no.
Board Member Thompson: Okay, good, because I would not agree with that.
MOTION
Vice Chair Baltay: Okay. I’ll make a motion that we recommend approval of this project, including
recommendations regarding approval of the variance, with two conditions. One, that the materials be
returned to subcommittee, in particular the fiber cement siding selection. Two, that the overall height of
the building be reduced by a minimum of one foot. With no stipulation how that gets done.
Chair Furth: Is there a second? Board Member Lew: I will second.
Chair Furth: Would you like to speak to your motion?
Vice Chair Baltay: No, I think we’ve said everything about it. Chair Furth: Any further discussion?
Board Member Hirsch: Yes. My concern is that one foot really isn’t significant enough. I think that the
second floor as well needs to be reduced more than that. When we actually see this building in construction,
we’re going to regret the fact that we have been lenient about the heights here, and that they really are
quite excessive in each of the floors. And that what’s ruling this whole decision is that the elevator overrun
is an issue. As Mr. Baltay pointed out, planning could take care of the elevator for the office space, and a
bump-out on the roof could take care of the elevator on the third floor. I think that actually we’re going to
regret the look of this building, quite so massive, and that reducing it will not affect materially the exterior,
the good image that the exterior has on the street.
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AMENDED MOTION
Vice Chair Baltay: Very well. I’d like to amend that motion and say the building height be reduced by two
feet. I’ll need a new second, I think. Actually, am I allowed to…? The motion was made and seconded.
Ms. Gerhardt: It would need to be seconded.
Chair Furth: Feel free. You would like to amend your motion. Vice Chair Baltay: Let’s try for two feet and
see if it flies.
Chair Furth: I’ll second it for the purposes of debate. My question is, I agree with David, that this frontage
on Webster shows a building which is much higher than its neighbor. And it’s the neighbor, incidentally,
that I’m most concerned about its interaction with. I’m not concerned about what it’s going to do to the
parking garage, the large office building, or the very large church. And it is true that generally when we
add an additional floor, you can see the horizontal continuity between the top of the second floor and the
adjacent second-floor building. One of the findings we’re required to make is about context. One of the
biggest critiques we get from the general public – which don’t spend quite as much time thinking about
this as we do; at least not individually – is that we don’t pay enough attention to context. I don’t know if
two feet is enough to accomplish a sense of not looming. I also understand that whether this building
makes 530 Webster look comfortable, or if it makes it look like the building that’s next scheduled for
demolition, has a lot to do with the design of the edges. I would appreciate some guidance from my
colleagues.
Board Member Thompson: I was going to mention, I know we’re spending a lot of time on this, but… Chair
Furth: It’s a big building.
Board Member Thompson: … how do we know that that smaller building won’t be up for demolition and
for a higher building height anyway? We’re spending all this time…
Board Member Lew: That’s actually irrelevant. We have to… Chair Furth: Our job is to make it work.
Board Member Lew: …make it work as-is. Board Member Thompson: Right.
Board Member Lew: The context is what it is today. And what happens tomorrow is absolutely irrelevant.
Chair Furth: Way beyond our control and not what we design for.
Board Member Thompson: Sure. Chair Furth: Or review for.
Ms. Gerhardt: However, the building is historic, so more likely to remain. I also, just from a factual
standpoint, the parapet of the adjacent building is 69.6 feet. The finished floor for the third level would be
72 feet. That’s the finished floor versus the parapet.
Board Member Thompson: That’s, I guess, above the metal panel fascia that we’re looking at?
Chair Furth: When we look at that elevation A5.2C, could you point out what you’re talking about on the
proposed building?
Ms. Gerhardt: There’s an elevation on A5.4, and that’s where I’m getting those numbers from.
Chair Furth: Right, but if you look at A5.2C, the lower drawing, there’s windows, there’s a horizontal
element. Where’s the finished floor that you’re referencing?
Ms. Gerhardt: The architect could probably help us with that.
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Vice Chair Baltay: This is the finished floor, at the top of the brown trim. Chair Furth: The top of the brown
trim?
Ms. Cole: The top of the trim is the floor height. Chair Furth: Thank you. Okay.
Board Member Thompson: Do we know the depth of the trim? Like, what’s the bottom of that trim? I’m
only asking because in the elevation on A5.4, it looks like it lines up with that parapet.
Chair Furth: Yeah.
Ms. Cole: It’s 1 foot, 8 ½.
Chair Furth: One foot, 8.5 inches? Thank you. To confirm, the adjacent building is 69.64 feet high?
Ms. Gerhardt: Correct. The parapet of the adjacent building.
Chair Furth: Sorry, above sea level. That would be a pretty high three-story building. Vice Chair Baltay:
[inaudible].
Chair Furth: If you have a question of the architect…
Board Member Thompson: That would make the bottom of that fascia at 70 foot, four. It would be about…
Chair Furth: Could we have further clarification from the architect? Peter, why don’t you ask your question?
Vice Chair Baltay: To the architect. You’re a very strong, design-oriented architecture firm, and we feel
very resistant in telling you what to do. Do you have a response to how make the building integrate just a
bit better with 530 Webster?
Ms. Cole: I think that we have looked at that a lot, and I’m not trying to be defensive about it. I do think
it’s an important condition, and I agree that that is what makes a project. I don’t know… We can look at it
further as to what we could do to try to integrate more at that corner. The height, my fear of lowering the
building and exposing the elevator is it has a much greater negative effect on the other elevation in terms
of the feeling of the building and the consistency of it. I’m not saying I know what the solution would be,
because I don’t think it’s really to bring that pop-up so close to the front edge, and then it’s constrained by
the garage. I mean, this has been a puzzle of a building, so we’re trying to piece all these pieces together.
I don’t have a solution for you here, so, if you’d like us to look at how to make this better contextually with
530, we can do that.
Ms. Bridges: If I may just add to what Roslyn was commenting on. When they presented the images to us,
one of the things that they kept emphasizing was the metal panel that you all were just asking about the
dimension on, and pointing out how important that was to try to keep that, kind of close in line with the
top of the 530 Webster building, because that kind of draws it together and helps it sit more contextually.
I think that that’s pretty important, so, I think if we’re trying to look to a dimension, making sure that we
don’t offset too much to lose that relationship. Another thing that, as we were playing with it and trying to
flex on the issue over the last few months, one of the things that we were realizing is that, we felt it was
pretty important to try to keep the relationship of the windows equal on the second and the third floor if
at all possible, because the proportions matter. We were struggling with that a bit because as we, we
actually did look at possibly having the office elevator run into, up into a closet, and kind of modifying that
unit. If we bring that level down, then it changes the proportion of the windows. So, I think to keep it
contextual, those are the things that we’ll have to play with as we work with the subcommittee, to make
sure that we don’t lose the elegance of the architecture, and to make sure that we kind of keep that
alignment of that metal panel somewhere near the top of the 530 Webster building.
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Chair Furth: I have a question for you. How high is the landscaping supposed to be between those two
buildings? How tall?
Ms. Bridges: Are you speaking of the landscaping kind of along the privacy fence? Chair Furth: Uh-huh.
Ms. Bridges: The coffeeberry can grow to 15 feet. And then, I’m going to look back to our landscape
architect for the height on the…
[crosstalk]
Chair Furth: …how many feet above sea level? Since that’s the data [crosstalk]. Ms. Bridges: Oh, my gosh.
[Laughs]
Chair Furth: Where I’m going is, my solution is also plant it out, which is not very respectful of architecture.
But what’s driving us are conflicting desires to have your building look well proportioned, have it respectful
of the building next to it so that it doesn’t diminish that building as its experience, and I’m curious as to
how high. I mean, I have coffeeberries, not very big ones, so I’m really asking you, is that landscaping
intended to get as high as 530 Webster, or not?
Ms. Bridges: The height on the 530 Webster building, again, is…? Roslyn, can you help me? Twenty-four
feet. So, no, it would not be as tall as 530 Webster because we would only be 15 feet tall in the front area.
In the back, we do have trees which would grow higher. It does bring up an interesting issue about privacy.
One of the things that I liked about where the building landed in relation to 530 Webster is that at the…
We’ve got the landscaping at the ground level hiding those windows. Then, we carefully placed the windows
in the mid-tier. And then, where we have the top level, we’ve studied those angles, and if you look at those
angles, because it’s high enough up, you don’t see down into the units at 530 Webster. And that’s
something, I met with the 530 Webster owner, and we reviewed that in detail, and I think that they were
quite happy with how that was turning out.
Chair Furth: Thank you. We appreciate that. Ms. Bridges: Thank you.
Chair Furth: These are all drawings and plans. Any consensus?
Vice Chair Baltay: I was going to, with permission of the Chair, offer to the applicants, I think the votes are
here to reduce the building by two feet, if not more. Or, I’m open to continuing the project, and you guys
go back and work your magic and show us something that aligns better, height notwithstanding. Which
would you rather do? Through the Chair.
Chair Furth: At this point, would you like to come back to us one more time, or go to a subcommittee?
With a condition of reducing the project height.
Ms. Bridges: I think our preference would be to advance to the subcommittee and work through the issue
there. I think that we can find a way to… We will find a way to reduce the height by the two feet.
Chair Furth: Thank you. Ms. Bridges: Thank you.
Vice Chair Baltay: So then, I’d like to add to that motion one additional statement, which is to say that the
trim band at the top of the second floor on the new building better align with 530 Webster. That is direction
to the subcommittee.
Chair Furth: Could you take me through your motion at this point?
AMENDED MOTION
Vice Chair Baltay: The motion is to recommend approval, with the condition that (a) the material selection
come back to subcommittee, specifically the selection of fiber cement siding; and (2) that the overall height
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of the building be reduced by two feet, with the additional caveat that the trim band at the middle of the
new building better align with 530 Webster.
Chair Furth: Is there a second?
Ms. Gerhardt: Chair Furth, you seconded last. Unless we’re starting over.
Chair Furth: Right. I’ll second for the purposes of… Well, not for the purposes of discussion. Okay. Why
don’t we vote on that one, and if that doesn’t pass, we’ll have another vote? All those in favor?
Vice Chair Baltay: Aye. Board Member Lew: Aye. Chair Furth: Aye.
Board Member Thompson: Aye. Board Member Hirsch: Nay.
Chair Furth: Well, what do you know? Four to one.
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October 14. 2019
Sheldon Ah Sing
Project Planner
City of Palo Alto Planning and Community Environment Department
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Re: Hamilton Webster ARB Subcommittee Review
Dear Mr. Ah Sing,
We have studied the Hamilton Webster project in light of comments provided by the Architectural
Review Board on July 18, 2019, and we have provided revised drawings that we hope fully address all
concerns. The enclosed sheets convey the changes to the project.
ARB Subcommittee Review items and Design Team Response:
A. Colors/Materials: Make the project look more like the renderings, cool tone base (board form
concrete) with warm tone upper levels (fiber cement siding).
In order to provide a warmer toned material, we have changed the fiber cement panels (FRB-1) from
the previously specified Equitone to a Taktl ribbed panel. We propose to use the Taktl Dune 60 color
in a mediablast finish to achieve both the contrast with the board formed concrete as well as to
provide a textural quality that conveys the materiality of the fiber cement board. The relief of the Taktl
ribbed panel is more accentuated than the originally specified Equitone panel which we believe is an
enhancement for the project and in line with the textural quality shown in the original rendered views.
A mock up of the ribbed pattern is shown on the photographed material board (A5.2B). We are in the
process of getting an actual sample from the manufacturer (demonstrating color, texture and ribbing
in a single sample) that we will bring to our upcoming meeting for the subcommittee’s review.
In addition to the change to the fiber cement panel, we have adjusted the MTL-1 metal panel color to
provide a dark brown fascia, window and canopy which is lighter than the original sample. This dark
bronze color has been chosen so that it can be consistent between window manufacturers as well as
match the intent for a dark and rich brown coloration. With the change to the fiber cement panel
color, we have also adjusted the MTL-2 color so that it is slightly darker than the panels but contrasts
with the MTL-1 color as originally desired.
The plaster colors (PLAS-1 & PLAS-2) have been adjusted to work with the anticipated board formed
concrete color and updated fiber cement panels respectively.
The proposed materials are shown on sheet A5.2B as well as the physical material board. The
renderings have been updated to represent the materials better. For comparison, the original
materials are shown on sheet A5.2B-X.
B. Height: Reduce the project by a minimum of two feet with the elevator that extends above.
We have reduced the height of the building by 2’-3 ½” overall. This has been achieved by taking 2”
each out of the second and third floor trim bands, 12” out of the third floor ceiling height and 11 ½” out
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of the second floor ceiling height. These reductions allow the second and third floor windows to remain
the same height and proportion to each other, which we believe is important for the vertical reading of
the upper two stories.
The height reduction requires that the residential elevator overrun pops above the roof. However, the
elevator overrun is shielded from the street view by the roof eave. To accommodate the office elevator
overrun, the third floor two bedroom unit has been changed to a one bedroom unit as shown in the
clouded plan on A2.3.
We believe that this 2’-3 ½” reduction best relates to the neighbor at 530 Webster, with the top of the
third floor trim band visually aligned with the parapet of 530 Webster. This is shown in both the new
elevations, rendered elevations and rendered view from Webster as well as the comparison views.
C. Trim band: The project’s trim band shall better align with the adjacent 530 Webster building.
The change in building height described above has lowered the third floor trim band by a total of 1’3½” such that it visually aligns with the top of 530 Webster building. This was the genesis of our decision
to lower the building more than 2 feet. We feel that the two buildings relate much better with this change
in height.
The changes described above have been integrated into the appropriate sheets of the plan set which
are enclosed for slip-sheeting. For the Planning Department and Subcommittee’s ease of review, we
have provided additional sheets that compare views from the previous submission to views from the
current submission, designated with the sheet numbers X. The provided sheets are as follows:
A2.3
A5.2B
A5.2B-X
A5.2C
A5.3A
A5.3A-X
A5.4
A5.4-X

Level 3 Plan
Proposed Material Palette Samples
Original Material Palette Samples
Elevational Perspectives
Rendered View
Rendered View from Webster Street St: Height Comparison
Exterior Elevations
Webster Street Elevation: Height Comparison

Please call if you have any questions or need additional information.
Sincerely,

Roslyn Cole
Principal
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Attachment C

Project Plans
Hardcopies of project plans are provided to Board members. These plans are available to the
public online and/or by visiting the Planning and Community Environmental Department on the
5th floor of City Hall at 250 Hamilton Avenue.

Directions to review Project plans online:
1. Go to: bit.ly/PApendingprojects
2. Scroll down to find “565 Hamilton Avenue” and click the address link
3. On this project specific webpage you will find a link to the project plans and
other important information

Direct Link to Project Webpage:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/news/displaynews.asp?NewsID=4231
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